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1 Contexts of English Language Teaching
2 as Glocal Spaces

3 Bedrettin Yazan

4 Abstract Cultural and economic globalization has considerably reinforced the use
5 and spread of English as an international language across the world. In return, the
6 learning and teaching of English in numerous local educational contexts has played
7 a major role in making globalization (and its effects) possible. In this chapter, I view
8 the dialectic of the global and the local as a complex, simultaneous, and constant
9 interplay of homogenization and heterogenization, and convergence and divergence

10 which repudiates the one-way flow from global to local. Resting upon the concept
11 of glocalization, I suggest understanding the kaleidoscope of ELT contexts as
12 processual social, cultural, historical, and political constructions rather than
13 essentialized, concretized, static entities. This is an attempt to reconceptualize the
14 English language teaching (ELT) contexts as glocal spaces which are characterized
15 by both global and local discourses and their dynamic interplay and mutual inter-
16 penetration. This reconceptualization can afford us the lens through which we can
17 valorize the emergent glocal conditions in ELT practices and debunk the restrictive
18 boundaries of dichotomous approaches. More specifically, glocalization can help
19 gain further insights into the constructs of global ELT discourses and how they
20 shape the possibilities of being, becoming, and knowing and impact the ways ELT
21 professional negotiate identities, agency, and legitimacy in their glocal contexts.22

23 1 Introduction

24 There has been a symbiotic relationship between globalization and the English
25 language. Cultural and economic globalization has considerably reinforced the use
26 and spread of English as an international language across the world. In return, the
27 learning and teaching of English in numerous local educational contexts has played
28 a key role in making globalization (and its effects) possible (Kramsch 2000).
29 Pervasive processes of globalization, in every sphere of life, have impacted the
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30 ways in which the purposes of English language learning and teaching are con-
31 ceived. Being able to speak English has been viewed as a vital prerequisite to
32 become and stay part of the global economy. Underscoring its vitality, national
33 language policy makers tended to glorify English teaching practices as their priority
34 goal which vastly predominated school curricula. In the same vein, national and
35 international companies across the world started to require English proficiency as an
36 essential qualification while hiring their work force. Additionally, transnational
37 migration, mobility to travel across the world, and increased need for cross-cultural
38 communication have boosted the use and learning of English. Those fundamental
39 developments have synergistically brought about a tremendous demand for services
40 of English language teaching (ELT), and a rapidly burgeoning body of English
41 learners (ELs) all around the world. Thereby, the processes of globalization have
42 led ELT to grow as an enterprise on a global scale.
43 The spread of ELT practices concomitantly reinforced the expansion and
44 prevalence of global discourses of ELT mainly oriented by the literature on lin-
45 guistics, second-language acquisition (SLA) theories, and ELT methodology. Those
46 discourses are powerful in shaping teachers’ and learners’ beliefs and “notions
47 about the nature of language, the nature and purpose of communication, and
48 appropriate communicative behavior” (Tollefson 2007, p. 26) as well as what
49 effective language teaching and learning should look like. However, in numerous
50 diverse local instructional contexts which are socially, culturally, and historically
51 constructed, English language teachers and learners negotiate the global ELT dis-
52 courses. Because of “the perspectival heterogeneity of locality” (Pennycook 2010,
53 pp. 32–33), local contexts function as temporal and spatial sites of negotiation that
54 shape the practices of teaching, learning, and using English situated at the inter-
55 stices of global and local forces. There are two main prevalent approaches to
56 understand the dialectic between the global and the local in the field of ELT, but
57 both need to be honed to better grasp the complexities of this dialectic as it pertains
58 to ELT practices (Canagarajah 2005, 2014; Pennycook 2007). One approach cen-
59 ters on the homogenizing and universalizing influence of the global flows of ELT
60 discourses (regarding the nature, use, teaching, and learning of English) into local
61 contexts. The other one foregrounds “emergent national standard[s]” localizing
62 English, which “falls into the trap of mapping centre linguists’ images of language
63 and the world on to the periphery” (Pennycook 2007, pp. 22–23). Relying on
64 Robertson’s (1995) notion of glocalization, this chapter suggests reconceptualizing
65 the contexts of ELT as glocal spaces to capture the fluidity and dynamism in the
66 interpenetration, interdependency, and interrelationship between the global and the
67 local in ELT practices. Thereby, it intends to contribute to the ongoing scholarly
68 conversations about glocalization in ELT by presenting a conceptual framework to
69 gain a nuanced understanding of ELT contexts after synthesizing the extant theo-
70 retical and empirical work.
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71 2 Glocalization

72 Introduced by Robertson (1995), the concept of glocalization has become popular
73 as a neologism blending the terms “global” and “local.” Robertson coined glo-
74 calization to better conceptualize and capture globalization encompassing the
75 concurrent processes of “regionalizing and globalizing” (Ching 2001, p. 283) and to
76 highlight the fluid interplay and complex flows between the global and the local
77 forces. He intends to move away from the common inclination to pit globalization
78 against localization and contends that “globalization … has involved and increas-
79 ingly involves the creation and the incorporation of locality, processes which
80 themselves largely shape, in turn, the compression of the world as a whole”
81 (Robertson 1995, p. 40). Therefore, the glocalization perspective repudiates the
82 traditional, monolithic understanding of globalization as a unidirectional, homog-
83 enizing, and universalizing phenomenon which leads to the erosion and destruction
84 of local cultures and practices. It foregrounds the complexities involved in the
85 concurrence and interaction between the global and the local in “the intensified
86 flows of capital, goods, people, images and discourses around the globe”
87 (Blommaert 2010, p. 13). In simpler terms, it offers a new vantage point which
88 invites further exploration of “globalization from below” (Appadurai 2000, p. 3).
89 Against this conceptual backdrop, the discussion in this chapter is based upon the
90 following premises drawn from the construct of glocalization:

91 a. The relationship between the global and the local is rather mutually constitutive
92 than dichotomous.
93 b. The local and the global simultaneously and actively shape the processes of
94 globalization in temporal and spatial contexts.
95 c. The global and the local fluidly interfuse, interweave, interpenetrate, and
96 transform each other.
97 d. The negotiation and construction of agency, identity, and legitimacy are con-
98 textually situated and embedded at the nexus of bidirectional global and local
99 flows of discourses.

100

101 The conflation of global and local in one name, glocalization, is not just an
102 endeavor of nomenclature to replace “globalization.” It is an attempt to transcend
103 the critique of vast global change which is erroneously viewed as the obliteration of
104 the identity and particularity of local cultures (Pennycook 2010). It directs further
105 attention to the fact that globalization not only leads to universalization and
106 homogenization but also regionalization, and diversification principally due to
107 transnational movements of people and flows of knowledge, ideas, and discourses
108 across local communities via various technological tools, particularly the Internet
109 (Shin and Kubota 2008). The notion of glocalization also opposes the common
110 inclination to conceptualize “the very idea of locality … cast as a form of oppo-
111 sition or resistance to the hegemonically global” and the standardization and nor-
112 malization of locality positioning it against globality (Robertson 1995, p. 29). Such
113 an inclination misses the idiosyncrasies of local contexts and creative local
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114 responses (Lin 2013) that use “strategies of resistance and negotiation” (Bhatt 2005,
115 p. 26). It is capable of going no further than solely imagining a binary and
116 essentializing the interaction between the global and the local. This essentialization
117 neglects the variability, complexity, and contradictory dynamics of this interaction.
118 Therefore, Robertson (1995) suggests being “much more subtle about the dynamics
119 of the production and reproduction of difference and, in the broadest sense, locality”
120 (p. 29). This subtle approach can enable the grasping of the ways in which local
121 actors “navigate sociolinguistically [as well as socioculturally] between their
122 regional riches and the homogenized global norms” (Bhatt 2005, p. 26).

123 3 Global Expert Discourses

124 Unpacking the complex interaction between the local and the global entails a better
125 understanding of knowledge construction promoted and conducted in modernist
126 scientific circles. The movement of modernism coupled with colonialism sponsored
127 the dissemination and adoption of such ideals as “universality, standardization, and
128 systematicity,” for the purpose of accomplishing “predictability, efficiency, and
129 eventually, progress” in modernist reasonable vision (Canagarajah 2005, p. 5).
130 Whatever emerged as variable, contingent, and different were flagged as problem
131 and suppressed in “a uniform march to attain progress” (Canagarajah 2005, p. 5).
132 The processes of model building and knowledge generation to scientifically make
133 sense of phenomena required various levels of abstraction which left local
134 knowledge out of scope. Those processes were politically controlled by the dis-
135 courses of the powerful communities whose locality were promoted to the level of
136 global in the name of modernity, civilization, and enlightenment (ibid.).
137 The globally powerful communities have maintained the political and systematic
138 knowledge construction and its legitimacy and dissemination across local com-
139 munities. This maintenance was enabled through “global expert or venerable dis-
140 courses” (Bhatt 2005, p. 28). Relying on Foucault’s (1972) notion of “fellowships
141 of discourse,” Bhatt (2005) defines those discourses as “a body of statements that
142 denigrate local practices and promote the global norm” (p. 28). Those discourses
143 shape the way we name and define phenomena, recount stories about lived expe-
144 riences, and perpetuate the existing power relations and structure favoring the
145 dominant and powerful. They provide readymade “narratives” and “subject posi-
146 tions” for those who are manufacturing and consuming scientific knowledge in
147 local contexts (Lin et al. 2005, p. 198). In essence, with the modernist goals of
148 universalization and predictability, global expert discourses intend to control
149 epistemological and ontological outlooks and presuppositions in communities.
150 From Foucauldian perspective, Bhatt (2005) comments:

151 … the production of discourse in any society is at once controlled, selected, organized, and
152 redistributed according to a number of procedures whose role is to avert its powers and its
153 dangers, to master the unpredictable event. As such, the preservation, reproduction, and the
154 distribution of power is serviced by the same institutions that produce it, enabling
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155 “fellowships of discourse,” the function of which is as follows: “…to preserve or to
156 reproduce discourse, but in order that it should circulate within a closed community,
157 according to strict regulations, without those in possession being dispossessed by this very
158 distribution” (Foucault 1972, p. 225). (p. 29)

159 “Fellowships of discourse” entail political and strategic processes of elevating
160 certain norms, ideas and ideals and demoting or relegating others, which is to
161 ensure appropriate demarcation of boundaries. These processes function for the
162 sustenance of “the architecture of existing power configurations” (Bhatt 2005,
163 p. 30).
164 However, the process of globalization does not only encompass the imposition
165 of global discourses on various localities to maintain the global power holder’s
166 status. When local actors are presented the prepackaged “narratives” and “subject
167 positions” (Lin et al. 2005), they do not passively align their epistemic commit-
168 ments with the global norms and standards. They actively engage in a negotiation of
169 the knowledge generated and serviced through the global discourses. The negoti-
170 ation and interpretation of this knowledge occur in light of the contextual param-
171 eters and their personal/professional lived experiences and identities in their
172 sociocultural contexts. Who they are and who they aspire to become personally and
173 professionally and their assertions of the agency for (non)participation in their
174 imagined community shape collectively the local actors’ negotiation and use of
175 knowledge disseminated through global discourses. The role of contextuality and
176 individuals’ identities and agency in this negotiation makes knowledge fluidly
177 glocal which is constantly being (re)negotiated and (re)constructed, rather than a
178 solely global end-product. In return, with the goal of perpetuating power status (and
179 the role of generating and disseminating knowledge), the global discourses go
180 through revisions and reconsiderations in response to localities. This makes the
181 entire process of globalization even more complicated and fluid.

182 4 Expert Discourses in ELT

183 As a powerful instrument and a major consequence of globalization, the global ELT
184 field has produced and maintained its discourse and ideology. It has been molded to
185 a large extent by the social, political, and cultural processes of knowledge formation
186 and model building vastly oriented by the movements of modernism and colo-
187 nialism (Canagarajah 2005). The field of ELT offers the scholars and practitioners
188 universal linguistic and SLA models to explicate the nature of the English language
189 and guide the standard instructional approaches and methodologies that shape the
190 practices of English language learning and teaching. Those models, approaches,
191 and methodologies are all driven, maintained, and reproduced by global ELT dis-
192 courses. With their ideological power, those discourses project the dominant and
193 powerful “one’s own practices and beliefs as universal and commonsense”
194 (Tollefson 1995, p. 2), which renders local knowledge and practices as secondary
195 and leaves them out of the entire picture. Thereby, they sustain the entrenched and
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196 “established orthodoxies” of ELT (Canagarajah 2005, p. 25). As an example of the
197 spread of ELT discourses with their ideological power, British and American
198 Englishes reigned supremacy in almost all local ELT contexts for a very long time.
199 Almost all English language textbooks or “the global coursebook” (Gray 2002,
200 p. 151) in use have been published and disseminated by the publishing companies
201 in those countries and those textbooks are “highly wrought cultural constructs and
202 carriers of cultural messages” (Gray 2002, p. 152). It has become the universal
203 norm to learn either British or American English and the contrary (e.g., learning
204 South African or Indian Englishes) was inconceivable. What is more, during pre-
205 service teacher education, English language teacher candidates have been educated
206 to teach those two varieties of English with certain one-size-fits-all methods which
207 have flown from the Center to the Periphery.
208 Expert discourses of ELT also determine and provide the possibilities of being,
209 becoming, knowing, and meaning for those who are engaged in the practices and
210 research of ELT, particularly, learners, teachers, and scholars. Intimately associated
211 with its being ideologically laden, the field of ELT has ontological and epistemo-
212 logical dimensions which are (re)produced and preserved by its dominant dis-
213 courses (Bhatt 2002; Modiano 2001, 2004). For this purpose, “the establishment
214 and promotion of ideology is often realized through the use of inferred acceptance
215 of supposed givens, an activity which inadvertently (or blatantly) impresses upon
216 others a definition of the world” (Modiano 2001, p. 163). In this definition of the
217 world, constrained possibilities of being, becoming, knowing, and meaning draw
218 boundaries of legitimacy, authority, desirability, and efficiency as well as pertinent
219 beliefs, values, and priorities in order to sustain existing power structures and power
220 relations. For example, due to those nicely drawn boundaries, ELs are denied
221 ownership of English to play with or manipulate it for their own communication
222 purposes, and they always need some “authority” to tell them if what they utter is
223 “intelligible” and “acceptable” (Widdowson 1994; Norton 1997). Also, as mani-
224 festations of native speakerist ideologies in the field of ELT primarily drawn from
225 linguistics and SLA (Canagarajah 1999; Holliday 2005; Selvi 2014), nonnative
226 English speaking teachers are assigned as less than linguistically and culturally
227 legitimate, competent authorities of English language instruction.
228 Knowledge construction and interpretation of learners’ and teachers’ lived
229 experiences in the global ELT field are shaped by its expert discourses in light of
230 ideological, ontological, and epistemic commitments. All sorts of knowledge and
231 interpretations are overruled other than the ones that support “the architecture of
232 existing power configurations as well as the parameters of structural changes in
233 those configurations appear normal, obvious, and, in fact, desirable” (Bhatt 2005,
234 p. 30). Only “the proper knowledge” about the nature, learning, and teaching of
235 English is “manufactured” and disseminated as the essential, valuable, and desirable
236 knowledge which is predominantly comprised of generalizations and abstractions
237 (Bhatt 2005, p. 29). This whole ongoing project of knowledge formation, dis-
238 semination, and promotion detaches the phenomena from its locality, “the structure
239 is reduced of its social and cultural “thickness,” and the particularity of experience
240 informing the model is suppressed as unruly or insignificant” (Canagarajah 2005,
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241 p. 5). As its most detrimental effect, this detachment is ideologically, ontologically,
242 and epistemologically complicit in the codification of a long list of dichotomies
243 (e.g., proficient—deficient, native—nonnative, standard—non-standard, explicit—
244 implicit grammar instruction) which have “haunted” the learning, teaching, and use
245 of English in many local contexts through numerous essentialized “non” catego-
246 rizations. Those dichotomies or the normalization of dichotomous perspective
247 permeated the entire global enterprise of ELT, defined and imposed distinct
248 boundaries for the ownership of English which determine the distribution of lin-
249 guistic privilege, and deprived the field of inclusivity (Rudolph et al. 2015).
250 Bhatt (2002, 2005) conceptualizes this project as a completely ideological lan-
251 guage problem and contends that predominantly Anglo-American institutions have
252 led the above-mentioned detachment. Those institutions are crucially operative in
253 preservation and sustenance of the centrality of the Center. Bhatt (2005) remarks:

254 Contemporary fellowships of expert discourse on English language are constituted by
255 researchers and scholars in leading Anglo-American educational, professional, and cultural
256 institutions in the language-related fields, those who disseminate their knowledge through
257 prestigious scholarly journals and books, and professional conferences and statutory bodies.
258 (p. 30)

259 Canagarajah (2002, 2005) argues that the dominant modernist discourses of ELT
260 do not allow those researchers and scholars to endorse the ways in which ELT
261 practitioners are conducting their work in their respective local settings. He
262 observes that “the knowledge generated in our daily contexts of work about
263 effective strategies of language learning and teaching may not enjoy professional or
264 scholarly recognition” (p. 4). However, this observation also demonstrates that ELs’
265 and teachers’ practices are full of divergences from the global contours of scholarly
266 knowledge, which corroborates that globalization as a movement involves both
267 regionalizing/localizing and globalizing (Appadurai 1996, 2000; Ching 2000).
268 Although they are ideologically, ontologically, and epistemologically influenced by
269 the global ELT discourses, the local actors (especially learners and teachers in the
270 case of ELT) can strategically steer away from the “potholes” caused by “the
271 dichotomizing, essentializing, and hierarchicalizing” narratives, assumptions, and
272 rationalizations involved in “the discursive and institutional processes of Othering”
273 (Lin et al. 2002, p. 296). This divergence is a significant indication of contestation
274 arising from and voiced by the local because “the orthodoxy will itself generate
275 opposition and deviation at the local level through the sheer process of individuals
276 attempting to define their independence” (Canagarajah 2005, p. 5). The individual
277 English learners, users, and teachers’ identities, assertions of agency, aspirations,
278 and imagination inform their investment in English and negotiation of global ELT
279 discourses for their purposes in their respective contexts.
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280 5 Locating ELT Practices in Local Contexts

281 First of all, any view on the local should be attentive to the fact no local knowledge
282 is purely local anymore because of the penetration of the global in all communities
283 and we can only define the local in relation to the global (Canagarajah 2005). This
284 caution is actually another reason why we need to investigate how each one is being
285 absorbed into the other, rather than being opposed to each other. Therefore, from
286 the perspective of glocalization, the global and the local mutually constitute and
287 concomitantly transform each other. In the case of global ELT field, understanding
288 the impact of globalization upon ELT practices entails a closer look at the fluidity of
289 global discourses and local practices of English language learning and teaching
290 which infuse and interpenetrate one another. What globalization does is to facilitate
291 and intensify the flows of knowledge across cultures (Appadurai 2000; Blommaert
292 2010; Pennycook 2007) and this facilitation and intensification made possible and
293 significant the interaction between global and local discourses of what good lan-
294 guage teaching and learning should look like. However, the local actors like
295 instructors and learners do not neutrally adopt whatever is prescribed and promoted
296 by global expert ELT discourses (Bhatt 2002) through course books full of
297 ostensibly best activities of learning English (Gray 2002). The “prescribed” ones
298 with experts’ “signature” imported into local contexts will be (re)negotiated and (re)
299 adjusted in actual settings of practice, because teaching practices are cultural
300 practices embedded in instructional contexts (Pennycook 1994; Sayer 2012).
301 Depending on their agentive capacity and epistemological and ontological stand-
302 points, the local actors’ subjective negotiation and adjustment could be challenging
303 or perpetuating global expert discourses of self-other, correct-incorrect,
304 grammatical-ungrammatical, etc., in concert with fluidly local discourses of
305 essentialization. Additionally, even though abstract generalizations in expert dis-
306 courses of global ELT flow into local contexts, the teaching and learning of English
307 is largely contingent upon not only teachers’ and learners’ well-entrenched (mis)-
308 conceptions about English and its teaching, but also the national policies regarding
309 the education of their citizens’ first language and the additional ones. The com-
310 plexity in cultural practices of ELT becomes more severe when we consider the
311 social, historical, cultural, political, and ideological dimensions of the local.
312 The discussion so far in this paper leads us to reconsider the importance of the
313 ways in which ELs and practitioners negotiate and construct their agency, identity,
314 and legitimacy in the complexities and intricacies of the glocalized practices of
315 ELT. Expert discourses generate and disseminate pedagogical approaches and
316 theories relying on the research in linguistics and SLA (Bhatt 2005) and pertinent
317 essentialized and static constructions of “good” English learner and teacher drawn
318 from those approaches and theories (Rudolph 2016). However, the local English
319 teachers’ and learners’ assertions of agency and understanding of identity and
320 legitimacy guide and shape their individual interpretations and negotiations of those
321 constructions under the influence of their localities. Numerous individual meanings
322 of “good” tend to spring when local experiences and contexts meet those static
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323 constructions. Sayer (2012) exemplifies the outcomes of this “meeting” while he is
324 providing the portraits of EFL teachers in Mexico.

325 I take the position here that language teaching is a practice, in that the teachers are striving
326 to make lessons good according to how they interpret criteria within the field of TESOL of
327 what makes a “good” class. That is, they have ideas about why and how they ought to make
328 their classes more “communicative;” they have ideas about how much they should use the
329 “target language” versus the L1; they have ideas about how much they are supposed get the
330 students to talk in order to make a lesson “student-centered.” These ideas come from the
331 TESOL training and what are accepted as best practices in EFL teaching. (p. 82)

332 Sayer is emphatic about the role of English language teachers’ agency, identities
333 and contextual demands in making sense of the values and priorities promoted by
334 global ELT discourses. Teachers hold a personal/professional “interpretive frame”
335 (Olsen 2010), through which they negotiate and construct their own instructional
336 values and priorities guiding their teaching. Although they are provided some set of
337 criteria (models, approaches, and methodologies) flowing from global ELT about
338 communicative language teaching, use of target language, and student-centered
339 language instruction, English language teachers are “learners of teaching in their
340 own right” (Johnson 2000, p. 6). Therefore, their pedagogical reasoning and
341 decision-making draw upon “complex, practically-oriented, personalized, and
342 context-sensitive networks of knowledge, thoughts, and beliefs” (Borg 2006,
343 p. 272). Global ELT discourses provide teachers a codified list of qualities a “good”
344 English language classroom should have, which delimits the possibilities of being,
345 becoming, knowing, and meaning. However, those possibilities are further nego-
346 tiated by ELT practitioners in their respective contexts.
347 Locating ELT practices as well as learners and practitioners in their local con-
348 texts is not to dwindle the telling influence of the “established orthodoxies” of ELT
349 (Canagarajah 2005, p. 25) upon actual teaching and learning. As for the processes
350 and possibilities of meaning making under the influence of sociocultural and
351 sociopolitical discourses, Clarke (2008) discusses the necessity of discursive frames
352 for teacher candidates’ identity formation. He maintains that developing a teacher
353 identity is reliant upon

354 relation to meanings of teacher and teaching in the wider social and historical context – in
355 existing “figured worlds” and social discourses. Rather, they have to draw on pre-existing,
356 [global and local] discursive practices and meanings relating these to their own “local”
357 experiences and context. (p. 28)

358 Teacher identity development in a local instructional context is an amalgamation
359 of (re)authored biographical trajectories and future imaginations and aspirations,
360 both of which are embodied in their current conception of the self as teacher. As
361 teachers are subjectively creating and adopting their own agentive “voices” as
362 teachers, they are informed by the prefabricated and “generalized” teacher “voices”
363 (Akkerman and Meijer 2011) which are made glocally available to them through
364 expert ELT discourses. They are in an ongoing process of “fashioning and
365 refashioning [their] identities by patching together fragments of the discourses to
366 which [they] are exposed” (Miller Marsh 2003, p. 8). Although he does not
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367 underscore the constraining aspects of the “framework” supplied by expert dis-
368 courses, Block (2005) attends to the power and impact of individual agency in this
369 process:

370 From this point of view, individuals may be seen to have at their disposal a template, a
371 worldview or a framework to think, act, and understand people and events around them. It
372 is a structure within which they must make their way as individuals living a particular time
373 in a particular place; but it is elastic and movable that their individual agency alters it while
374 drawing on it. (p. 185)

375 Although expert ELT discourses strongly promote universalized, standardized,
376 and idealized “templates,” English language practitioners, learners, and users can
377 bend those templates in the interests of their own conceptions about the English
378 language and its learning and teaching within the boundaries of their own localities.
379 Regarding the enterprise of ELT as a glocalized practice also needs to address
380 the interaction amongst various localities exceedingly increased by the processes of
381 globalization. Thanks to the advent of various information technologies and the
382 increased traveling and migration across the world, there is a rapid and intensified
383 interaction and flow of information, ideas, and discourses around the world
384 (Blommaert 2010). Thus, more often than before, we see examples of English
385 language professionals who are educated in one locality migrate to another context
386 in order to engage in the practices of ELT as a teacher, teacher educator and/or
387 researcher. Those professionals bring in their globally supplied, locally calibrated
388 frameworks to their new local contexts and subjectively readjust and renegotiate
389 their professional identities and practices in new localities. This readjustment and
390 renegotiation is an essential part of learning to cater to the demands in their new
391 instructional context and become active participants in the local professional
392 communities (Wenger 1998). Their teaching practices and identities reflect the
393 glocalization having the watermarks of multiple localities. Thus, the negotiation of
394 glocal practices and identities are situated at the nexus of expert discourses of global
395 ELT and one or compound localities.
396 Moreover, the glocalization perspective directs focus on how ELT discourses
397 generate knowledge about the local culture of learning and teaching.
398 Acknowledging and discussing the variety of learners and learning styles, expert
399 discourses in ELT provide some generalized assumptions for practitioners serving
400 ELs in various cultural contexts. Those assumptions are “devised” ways of “ad-
401 dressing” the local in the discourses of ELT and mostly rely on the essentialized
402 view of culture as a static phenomenon. As Clarke (2008) notes, “Such a con-
403 ceptualization of culture lends itself to a compartmentalized worldview where
404 different cultures are each self-contained and separate” (p. 21). This worldview is an
405 evident outcome of modernist knowledge construction (Canagarajah 2002, 2005)
406 which produces reductionist and standardized assumptions particular to a local
407 context. On the surface, those assumptions are intended to address the local
408 dynamics, but they are no more than “formulaic stereotyping and overgeneralizing”
409 statements (Clarke 2008, p. 22) which supply ELT professionals with some
410 “ready-made narratives” describing their contexts (sometimes even before they are
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411 in them) (Lin et al. 2005). When reaching the level of abstraction, those statements
412 flow or travel to various local contexts. Examples of such statements include the
413 lists of generalized qualities that ELs from various cultures are believed to possess.
414 To illustrate, “South American learners tend to like such instruction, Middle Eastern
415 learners usually do well in such situations, and Asian learners do not tend to have
416 difficulties in such matters” is a statement of “cultural fixity” “endemic to TESOL
417 theory” (Pennycook 1998, p. 187). Such statements do nothing but neglect the
418 complexity of English language learning, teaching, and contextual/cultural
419 dynamics. They mislead English teachers into assuming some prescribed portrait
420 for their students, culture, and context, which misses the role of teacher and student
421 identities and agency.
422 This point is a nice segue to discuss what postmodern globalization has brought
423 to the table concerning the learning, teaching, and use of English language in the
424 local. There has been resistance to the homogenizing, universalizing, and hege-
425 monic processes of globalization which have depreciated the local knowledge and
426 cultures. Canagarajah (2005) asks whether the postmodernist and postcolonial
427 movement has created a space for the local knowledge by reversing “the dialectic
428 unleashed by modernism” (p. 7) and his answer represents a rather cautionary
429 approach to postmodern globalization. Although the fact that current ideas of
430 hybridity, pluralism, multilingualism, and multiculturalism are embraced is an
431 indication of a space for the local, Canagarajah (2005) maintains that “the con-
432 temporary postmodernist movement simply adopts a different strategy to carry out
433 the interests of the status quo” (p. 8). The goal of modernist globalization was the
434 obliteration of local knowledge, and postmodern globalization refashions or
435 repackages local knowledge in its own parameters. Canagarajah (2005) further
436 explicates

437 If modernism suppressed difference, postmodern globalization works through localities by
438 appropriating difference. This strategy of accommodating local knowledge is necessitated
439 partly because of the consequences of modernity—which, as we saw earlier, did create a
440 space for the local. In addition, the resistance generated against modernism by different
441 localities has to be managed strategically with a different modus operandi if the status quo is
442 to be maintained. (p. 8)

443 Although local knowledge has received some visibility, global expert discourses
444 have evolved to create and implement new strategies to ensure the perpetuation of
445 the structures and ideologies that favor those who are holding the power. So far
446 there have been an increasing number of attempts in ELT literature to give the local
447 practices voice and space, like scholarly articles and books on English language
448 policies and practices in local contexts. However, as long as those attempts avail
449 themselves of the standards, norms, criteria or notions formulated within the expert
450 discourses of global ELT, they can only delineate the local within the possibilities
451 of global terms. The local knowledge is stripped of its particularity and specificity
452 when language teaching, for instance, in Pakistan is explored with the lenses
453 borrowed from communicative language teaching (CLT) or task-based language
454 teaching standards (TBLT), sealed by experts.
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455 6 Discussion and Conclusion

456 In this article, I desired to provide a conceptual apparatus to be able to capture the
457 intricacies of ELT contexts, by relying on the concept of glocalization in sociology
458 and relevant theoretical work in applied linguistics. The ways in which individuals
459 negotiate the discourses of ELT in their glocal contexts and (re)fashion their
460 identities are of utmost importance (Park 2012; Park and Henderson Lee 2014;
461 Rudolph 2016; Solano-Campos 2014). Even though global ELT has powerful ways
462 of diffusing its dominant ideologies in the instructional contexts across the world,
463 learners, teachers, teacher educators, and researchers in this field are active agents
464 of their identity development (Akkerman and Meijer 2011; Deters 2011; Deters
465 et al. 2015; Duff 2012; Ruohotie-Lyhty and Moate 2016). Whether, when, why, and
466 how they do (not) act and react in the instructional and non-instructional incidents is
467 inseparable from who and what kind of learner, teacher, and user of the language
468 they are and aspire to become (Rudolph 2016; Yazan in press). Therefore, this
469 chapter corroborates the post-structuralist contention that as an unfinished project,
470 identity involves the constant process of negotiating and imagining different (and
471 perhaps contradictory) ways of being and becoming and (re)considering the
472 boundaries that shape the field and one’s own conceptualizations of the nature,
473 teaching, learning, and use of languages (Rudolph 2016).
474 It is not the direct impact of global ELT ideologies that shape the conceptual
475 approaches and instructional practices, because those ideologies are further (dis)
476 appropriated, questioned, and challenged by the individuals in the glocal contexts
477 of ELT. Language learning, teaching, and use involve a complicated interplay
478 between identity, agency, and emotions that inform individuals’ responses to the
479 global ELT ideologies. For every experience with the language that individuals
480 encounter, they have varying degrees of emotional and agentive responses which
481 present windows to identity (Yazan and Peercy 2016). Incorporating this per-
482 spective into ELT classes and teacher education programs could present novel
483 approaches to teaching, learning, and teacher growth as well as empowering
484 English learners and practitioners (Aneja 2016; Rudolph in press). This perspective
485 can facilitate the shift from standards-oriented teaching and teacher education to
486 more agency-based micro-level teaching and learning endeavors.
487 Robertson’s (1995) notion of glocalization highlights the mutually constitutive
488 relationship between the global and the local. They simultaneously and actively
489 transform each other in temporal and spatial contexts. Individuals’ negotiation and
490 construction of agency, identity, and legitimacy are situated at the intersection of
491 bidirectional global and local flows of discourses. Utilizing this perspective, this
492 chapter conceived ELT as a glocal phenomenon whose discourses and practices are
493 in constant negotiation between the local and the global. Global ELT discourses
494 provide a template or frame for the learners, teachers, and users of English which is
495 intended to epistemologically, ontologically, and ideologically shape the notions
496 they have about the nature, learning, and teaching of English. AQ2
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